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– Our schedule:

v Warm-up

v Pre-writing

v Outlining

v Using Craft Elements to Expand Drafts

v Q and A

– Next week, Sam Babiak will send you a PDF with the writing exercises 
and any links I reference here.



The World’s Fastest Novel

– Write a one sentence character sketch. Because this exercise encourages a 
certain type collaboration and flexibility, we’ll be starting from scratch. This 
character sketch should not be someone from your novel. Give us their name 
and a one sentence description! There’s no wrong way to do this (or any of our 
prompts) so go wherever you want to go! 



The World’s Fastest Novel: Part 
Two

– Take the character we’ve selected and write a one 
sentence summary of a possible scene. Aim for it 
to include some conflict and at least one other 
character. If you are feeling stuck, try making it 
silly and over-the-top.



The World’s Fastest Novel: Part 
Three

– Write a one or two sentence summary of the entire book from 
which the chosen scene comes. You might decide the scene is a 
tiny part of the first book of a three book trilogy, or you could 
decide it comes near the end and therefore fill us in on the first 
two thirds of a book about this character’s life and loves. Again, 
feel free to be silly and over-the-top if you feel stuck or anxious. 



Pre-writing: 
Developing 
Characters 
Outside of 
Scenes



“From Acquaintance to Intimate 
Friend” Exercise (five minutes)

– Adapted from John Dufresne’s excellent craft book The Lie that Tells a Truth

– Days of Future Past: Examine the character's past. Make a list of important dates. Dates 
are doorways into a person's life. Birth, move to new city, graduation, first date, college, 
trip to Europe, death of father, arrest. Be as specific as you can. Who were his early 
friends, best friends? What were her hobbies? Did she have a secret place? Write about 
her school days and play days and the difficulty of adolescence. If your character has 
had any marriages or significant relationships that are no longer viable, write about 
them. Has she had children? Write about births and the early days of parenthood. What 
does she remember as the significant relationships of her life? The crucial decisions that 
she made? When does she consider herself to have become an adult? And so on.



Writing Exercise: Next Steps

– In a future writing session, write a scene that 
reveals your character based on what you learned 
from answering the questions. Try not to just 
“tell” us the things you learned. Show us through 
actions, dialogue, and characterizing details. 



A pre-writing exercise for later!
– This information is adapted from Writing Irresistible Kidlit by Mary Kole. Though it might 

work best for genre novels like YA and thrillers, I think it can also increase our 
understanding of any character. 

– What is your character’s core strength? When things get tough, what keeps them 
going?

– What is your character’s core virtue? What does she or she hold most dearly—love? 
honesty? loyalty? ambition? 

– What is your character’s core flaw?

– What are your character’s core boundaries? What lines will they not cross? Taken a step 
further, what things might force them over these boundaries?

– What is your character’s core outlook and fixed beliefs? How does he or she see the 
world? Is it basically good or basically bad? Is there a higher power involved—God or 
fate or karma? On a related note, what might happen if these beliefs are shaken?



Outlining



Plotter or Pantster?

– Not only are their camps pro-outlining and anti-outlining, 
they even have their own names! Are you a plotter or a 
pantser? 
– https://www.autocrit.com/editing/library/plotter-or-pantser-

the-best-of-both-worlds/

– Downsides to outlining:
– If the novel “dies” upon outlining
– If the act of outlining makes you close off all other 

options

https://www.autocrit.com/editing/library/plotter-or-pantser-the-best-of-both-worlds/


James 
Salter
Light Years



Harry Potter and the Order of 
the Phoenix



Faulkner’s A Fable



Plath’s The Bell Jar



Gay Talese’s “Frank Sinatra Has a Cold”



Visuals!

– And finally, some infographic wisdom from Kurt 
Vonnegut.
– http://io9.gizmodo.com/the-universal-shapes-of-
stories-according-to-kurt-vonn-1526559996

http://io9.gizmodo.com/the-universal-shapes-of-stories-according-to-kurt-vonn-1526559996


Outline Scaffolding

– Escalations and Reversals 

– Hero’s Journey

– Story Grid

– Dan Well’s Story Structure



My Novel 
Outline

Reversals and Escalations



Hero’s Journey



Shawn Coyne’s Story Grid, Part I
– BEGINNING HOOK:

– 1. Inciting Incident: March comes home

– 2. Complication: Hap attacks truck

– 3. Crisis: BS: How affair was revealed

– 4. Climax: March sleeps with Vera again

– 5. Resolution:  March regrets actions, brokers peace 
with Hap



Shawn Coyne’s Story Grid, Part II

– MIDDLE BUILD:

– 1. Inciting Incident: Vera finds March at bar and makes 
a scene

– 2. Complication: BS: We see Vera fall in love with Hap

– 3. Crisis: Hap realizes Vera has slept with March again; 
leaves voicemail

– 4. Climax: Big fight scene at March’s

– 5. Resolution: Vera moves out and we see why in BS.



Shawn Coyne’s Story Grid, Part III

– ENDING PAYOFF
– 1. Inciting Incident: Vera and Hap fight before funeral
– 2. Complication: March gives up on anything working 

out
– 3. Crisis: Vera and June fight
– 4. Climax: Vera tells Hap why she has been angry/given 

up on marriage
– 5. Resolution: Hap tries to win back Vera



Dan Wells: Story Structure

– Hook
– Plot Turn #1
– Pinch
– Midpoint
– Pinch
– Plot Turn #2 
– Resolution



Once you are halfway: 
Impossible versus Inevitable
– Hap and Vera

– Stay Together or Divorce



Outlining Exercise (Five 
Minutes)

– Try your hand at outlining your novel. If the thought of 
an old-school numbered/lettered outline is unpleasant 
to you, remember that outlines can work just as well in 
paragraph form. There’s not much difference between an 
outline and a synopsis! Feel free to be vague and sketchy, 
just like my own outline. 



Taking it Further

– If stuck:

– Keep drafting

– Alternate summaries



Using Craft 
Elements to 
Expand Drafts

Stakes, Theme, and 
Setting



Stakes

vDonald Maass Writing the Breakout Novel
vPublic Stakes and Private Stakes

vAvoid “so what” response

vHigh Human Value (problematic!)

vThe Mood of Our Times



Raising Stakes Writing 
Assignment
– Maass writes, “Tests and trials are the stuff of character building, 

of conflict. Ask yourself, who is the one ally your protagonist can’t 
afford to lose? Kill that character. What is your protagonist’s 
greatest physical asset? Take that away. What is the one article of 
faith that for your protagonist is scared? Undermine it. How much 
time does your protagonist have to solve his main problem? 
Shorten it.”

– Think about a moment in your book where things are going to get 
difficult for one of your characters and make it worse. 



Theme

– The Promise (emotional and intellectual)

– The “throughline”



Going Further Writing 
Assignment

– Letter Exercise: Using either your own point of 
view or that of your protagonist, write a letter 
exploring the big issues that your novel is tackling 
and why they are important



Setting



Going Further Assignment

– Map your character’s world. Literally. Just as I described in my 
lecture, pull out some paper and a pen and draw a map of your 
character’s town or neighborhood. If their home is important and 
a central feature of the novel, you could sketch out the house 
layout instead. For those that prefer the computer to hand 
drawing, you may be able to find free programs for making maps 
or house plans online. 



Top Five Tips for Finishing Your 
Draft:  

v1. Write every day, even if it is only 15 
minutes. 

vWriting is not just drafting!



Top Five Tips for Finishing 
Your Draft

v2. Be honest about how much time you 
have to write. 



Top Five Tips for Finishing 
Your Draft
v 3. Have a writing plan.

v Stick to your outline, even if that means you keep revising it to 
fit new plot points. Having an endpoint to aim for once you 
reach the middle of your novel is essential.

vWrite scene summaries before tackling new scenes. 



Writing Scene Summaries

– For more information and further tips from Rachel Aaron, check out her blog post on the 
topic:

– http://thisblogisaploy.blogspot.com/2011/06/how-i-went-from-writing-2000-words-
day.html

– Before, I would dive into a scene with only a vague sense of what I needed to accomplish. 
Now, before I start a new scene, I will type up a blow-by-blow. This might mean that I write 
up 600 words of summary even though the scene is only 2000 words. However, I still view it 
as time gained and not time wasted. The scene comes out right the first time, I rarely get 
stuck in mid-scene (which often meant I’d give up writing for the day instead of powering 
through it), and I have more confidence and speed as I write it.

http://thisblogisaploy.blogspot.com/2011/06/how-i-went-from-writing-2000-words-day.html


Top Five Tips for Finishing 
Your Draft

v4. Build in accountability.



Top Five Tips for Finishing 
Your Draft

v5. Don’t be afraid to write fast and 
write messy. 



Q & A!


